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We often call the creatures in the animal kingdom — «Our little 
brothers».

But do we know that our brothers love to help us and try their 
best to be like us? 

We explore this theme in this amusing photostory.
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Sometimes our little brothers 
are willing to do a lot more 

for us than we think.



For example, these cute little creatures 
are always ready to help a clumsy girl 

find a ring dropped into the water.



They like to call us 
for breakfast,



…or to lunch.



They can be taught to epilate our legs.



They love to amuse us on the shore,



…and under the water.



They  
allow us  
to admire 
them,



… and even pose
to take photos

together.



Sometimes, they are genuinely 
taking care of our big…



…or small fish.



They can also help us get rid of 
excessive grain,



…seeds,



…and also other high calorie
sweet treats.



Sometimes 
they attempt 
to imitate us,



…to the limits
of their ability  
of course.



There is nothing 
to be surprised 

about, even trees 
sometimes try to 

resemble us.



One can play different games with our 
little brothers. For example, this game is 

called “Guess who is feeding you?”



…and with whales we can play
the game “Who will blink first”.



But whales are tricky — they do not blink. 
That is why you, as the loser, will always have 

to jump into the cold water afterwards.



For bringing us all that joy, our little 
brothers ask almost nothing in return. 

Well, may be a few leaves,



…a couple of fish,



…or an extra sausage.



However, afterwards they allow 
our rough hands to stroke  

their delicate fur,



…and do
many  

different 
things  

with them.



Their noble and polite agreement to 
play the stupid game “corrida” is worth 

a lot!



Overall, our little brothers 
are as good as gold!



It is no 
wonder that 
sometimes 
people make 
different  
animal 
sculptures,



... which they 
enjoy visiting 

from time to 
time.
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